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At its heart, Google Docs is a set of online productivity software. This means that it is a collection of applications that facilitates the production of the types of files that are commonly used in corporate environments: documents, spreadsheets and presentations. Google's text processing program began as a product called Writely created by a company called Upstartle. Google
acquired Upstartle in 2006 and began the process of converting Writely into a Google branded product [source: InformationWeek]. The program allows users to create and edit documents online. Several users can access the document at the same time, making it easier for teams to collaborate on projects. Likewise, the spreadsheet feature in Google Documents began as a
project for another company. A pop-up called XL2Web has developed a collaboration application called 2Web Technologies. Google acquired XL2Web and gave the team the resources to develop the spreadsheet application [source: Business Review]. Like most spreadsheet programs, Google's app allows users to create tables, charts, and charts. The application has most of the
basic functions of desktop worksheet programs, including sorting, filtering, and formula calculations. The story is much the same for the presentation app in Google Documents. Google acquired Tonic Systems, a company that developed a set of Java-based presentation software. Tonic's development team went to Google and modified the software to integrate with the rest of
Google products [source: The Official Google Blog]. The resulting application resembles a basic desktop presentation program. Presentations consist of slides. There are five basic slide layouts that users can choose when building a presentation. Google also offers users more than a dozen options in presentation topics. The app also includes basic features such as image and
video support, automatic shapes and text boxes. None of the applications inside the Google Docs suite are as robust or versatile as the main desktop productivity software packages. But Google updates the suite often, adding new features and capabilities. While applications don't have all the bells and whistles of other software packages, basic user needs are over. And while
Google Docs might not do everything other products can do, it has several features that unpack it from the rest of the package. What are these characteristics? And what kind of limitations do users have with Google Docs? It can be found in the next section. Google unveiled its new service in Sunday night time: Google Apps for Your Domain, a collaborative set of Google tools for
businesses and other organizations. Here's what it's all about: Google Apps for Your Domain allows you to offer our communication and collaboration tools to your entire organization – customizable with your brand, color scheme and content administrative control panel, and without hardware or software to install or maintain. Tools include Gmail, Google Talk, Google Calendar,
and Google Page Builder and choose the combo that suits your business. Right now, you can sign up for the beta service, and best of all it's all free, considering all you get is a pretty good amount. Do you plan to use Google Apps? Thoughts on comments or advice on lifehacker.com. Google Apps For Your Domain Find additional menu options Type frequently repeated text Build
your own Collaborate dictionary into an open Google Documents Document in additional tabs Insert images the easy way View and edit plain text files Source: Google Google Docs, Sheets and Slides apps have received a design update on Android. The redesign provides highly readable typography, more consistent controls, updated iconography and a list of documents with rest.
Apart from visual improvements, the update does not bring any changes in functionality. Google has announced a new design update for its Documents, Spreadsheets and Slides apps. The three G Suite applications now offer a more consistent user interface with highly readable typography, updated iconography, as well as a list of restyled documents. The redesign is already
available in the latest versions of Google's Documents and Slides apps on Android and is now being rolled out in Sheets. Google says it may take up to 15 days for the material redesign to be displayed for everyone. However, apart from visual improvements, the latest versions of G Suite apps do not bring any new features or functionality changes. The redesign of the material
theme for Google's Documents, Spreadsheets and Slides apps on Android comes nearly ten months after the Mountain View-based company introduced a material design update on the web. As part of its efforts to offer a more coherent look and feel through its G Suite apps, a redesign of material for Google Drive on both iOS and Android was rolled out in March this year. How to
print from your Android phone or tablet we can earn a commission for purchases using our links. More information. You can now see what has changed in a file by reviewing the review history of a Google Documents file, but now you can also do the same to two separate documents. Here's how to use the document comparison tool. In a web browser, shoot the Google
Documents home page and open an existing document that you want to compare. When the document loads, click Tools &gt; Documents to start running the comparison tool. A small box will appear allows you to select a second document to compare it to the first one. Click My Drive to lift the file collector. Go to the file you want to use, click it, and then select the Open button to
choose the document. The name you enter in Attribute Differences will appear as the person who made the changes to the final document as an edit. Enter Enter and click Compare for Google to work its magic. When the tool is finished, click Open to open the comparison document. The comparison document will open as a third file with all suggestions highlighted within the
document body and made to the right. You'll also be able to see what changes have been made and when. Each edition will be shown as a suggestion that must be accepted or rejected. You can choose to keep or discard an edit in the comments section on the right side of the document. Click the check mark or X to accept or reject each of these. RELATED: How to add
comments to Google Documents If you click on the comment, you'll be able to respond to the suggestion and give information about why the change was made. When you share the file with others, the answers will be viewable by anyone who has access to the document. After tracking all the changes made to your Google Documents document, you don't need to do anything
else. The document is automatically saved to the root folder unit as &lt;File 1=&gt;Comparing &lt;File 2=&gt;&amp;&amp;; &lt;File 1=&gt;on and will be the names of their &lt;File 2=&gt;files. Extra blank space in online documents makes them easier to read. That's why many programs, such as Google Documents, are default for slightly larger line spading than standard single
spasing. For Google Documents, the default is 1.15 spaces between lines. This is usually good enough, but if you need extra space, knowing how to duplicate space in Google Documents can be useful. The instructions in this article apply when using Google Documents in a web browser and when using Google Documents for a mobile device, such as an Android or iOS phone.
While the standard Google Document format is often good enough for most purposes, there may be other reasons to make cross-line spaces bigger. Probably the biggest of these reasons is to have additional space for editing. In most cases, double spat is standard during the writing phase of a document, especially large documents such as long papers or even book
manuscripts. It's time for this, when you need more space, which is good to know all the ways you can duplicate space in Google Documents. Most people who use a word processing app like Google Documents will go directly to the formatting menu when they want to change something about the document format. You can use this menu to change the line spading of the
document or also to create a new default format. Open an existing document or create a new document in Google Documents and place the cursor where you want double spasing to start. If you have text in the document that you want to reformat to have double spat, highlight all the text you want to change. Then select the Format menu. From the Format menu, hover over line
spasing, and then choose Double. Although you use the Format By&lt;/File menu&gt; &lt;/File&gt; &lt;/File&gt; &lt;/File&gt; &lt;/File&gt; documents in Google Documents is easier, there is an even easier way. It is about using the Formatting toolbar at the top of the page. Open an existing document or create a new document in Google Documents and place the cursor where you
want double spasing to start. You can also highlight the existing text to change it to double spasized formatting if you want. Click the Line Spaat icon on the formatting toolbar. Choose Double from the spated menu that appears. Google documents on mobile devices like Android or iOS work a little differently than it does when you use it in a web browser. Line spading also
behaves differently, but it's still not difficult to change. You only have four options for spating lines when working with documents on a mobile device. They are 1, 1.15, 1.5, and 2. You cannot apply custom formatting using a mobile device. Open the document in Google Documents on your mobile device and tap the Edit (pencil) icon in the bottom right corner. Select the Format
icon at the top of the next page. Then tap Paragraph in the Format menu that appears and use the up and down arrows next to the line spacing number to adjust the line spacing for the document. This will change the line spacing for the paragraph where the cursor is located. To change another paragraph, you need to repeat the process. Single and double spasing aren't the only
options you have in Google Documents. Whether you're working with line spasing on the Format menu or on the toolbar, you also have other options. You will find for the first time with quick line spasing options for Single, 1.15, 1.5 and Double. These quick selections are the most commonly used line spasing options, but you can choose Custom Spasing to create a line spaat that
is unique to your needs to fit the document you are creating. Custom Spacing opens a custom Spacing dialog box that allows you to set line spacing as well as spacing before and after a paragraph. This will apply to highlighted text or any text after you have made changes until you change these options again. In addition, in both menus you have the option to Add a space before
a paragraph or Add a space after a paragraph. This automatically adds space to the beginning or end (or both) of paragraphs in a hard return. You can also choose how line spacing affects the flow of the document by choosing how each line will behave when you create a new page. You can choose Keep with the following lines, Keep lines together, or Avoid individual lines. All of
these options will affect how paragraphs are broken when you reach the end of a page and start a new one. U.
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